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Don’t forget to turn out the gas when finishing coo!,ing

i%aiuwier  &mm

The weather turns out to be fine.

~m~ma~~u+  mnlari
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To help you see just how important standard English is to written communication,

examine the pairs of sentences below and answer the questions in each case.

1. Which sentence indicates there might be a plot against Ted?

a. We should leave, Ted. These fumes might be poisonous.

b. We should leave Ted. These fumes might be poisonous.

2. Which sentence encourages self-mutilation?

a. Leave your paper and hand in the dissecting kit.

b. Leave your paper, and hand in the dissecting kit.

3 . WhichSentenCe  indicates that the writer has a weak grasp of geography?

a. As a child, I lived in Lake Worth, which is close to Palm Beach and Alaska.

b. As a child, I lived inLake  Worth, which is close to Palm Beach, and Alaska.

4. In which sentence does the dog warden seem dangerous?

a. Foaming at the mouth, the dog warden picked up the stray.

b. Foaming at the mouth, the stray was picked up by the dog warden.

5. Which announcer was probably fired from the job?

a. Outside the Acadetny Awards theater, the announcer called the guests names

as they arrived.

b. Outside the Academy Awards theater, the announcer called the guests’ names

as they arrived.

6. On the basis of the opening lines below of two student exam essays, which student

seems likely to earn a higher grade?

a. Defense mechanisms is the way people hides their inner feelings and deals with

stress. There is several types that we use to be protecting our true
feelings.

b. Defense mechanisms are the methods people use to cope with stress. Using

a defense mechanism allows a person to hide his or her real desires and goals.

7. On the basis of the following lines taken from two English papers, which student

seems likely to earn a higher grade?

a. A big problem on this campus is apathy, students don’t participate in college

activities. Such as clubs, student government, and plays.

b. The most pressing problem on campus is the disgraceful state of the student

lounge area. The floor is dirty, the chairs are torn, and the ceiling teaks.
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8. On the basis of the following sentences taken from two employee reports, which

worker i!j more likely to be promoted?

a. The apring line failed by 20 percent in the meeting of projected profit

expectations. Which were issued in January of this year.

b. Profiis  from our spring line were disappointing. They fell 20 percent short

of January’s predictions.

9. On the basis of the following paragraphs taken from two job application letters,

which job prospects would you favor?

a. Let me say in closing that their are an array of personal qualities I have

presented in this letter, together, these make me hopeful of being interviewed

for this attracktive  psosition.

sincerly your5’

Brian Davis

b. I feel I have the qualifications needed to do an excellent job as assistant

manager of the jewelry department at Horton’s I look forward to discussing

the position further at a personal interview.

Sincerely yours,

Richard O’Keeney
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